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Abstract—Effectively training of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) is a computationally intensive and
time-consuming task. Therefore, scaling up the training of CNNs
has become a key approach to decrease the training duration
and train CNN models in a reasonable time. Nevertheless,
introducing parallelism to CNNs is a laborious task in practice.
It is a manual, repetitive and error-prone process. In this paper,
we present Auto-CNNp, a novel framework that aims to address
this challenge by automating CNNs training parallelization
task. To achieve this goal, the Auto-CNNp introduces a key
component which is called CNN-Parallelism-Generator. The
latter component aims to streamline routine tasks throughout
(1) capturing cumbersome CNNs parallelization tasks within a
backbone structure while (2) keeping the framework flexible
enough and extensible for user-specific personalization. Our
proposed reference implementation provides a high level of
abstraction over MPI-based CNNs parallelization process,
despite the CNN-based imaging task and its related architecture
and training dataset. We introduce the design and the core
building blocks of Auto-CNNp. We further conduct an extensive
assessment of our proposal that not only shows its effectiveness
in accelerating the process of scaling up CNNs training, but also
its generalization for a wider variety of use cases.

I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) and particularly
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained on large
datasets are getting great success across a plethora of
paramount applications such as medical image analysis
[1], [2], speech recognition [3], video processing [4] and
many other interesting fields. These recent deep learning
breakthroughs have been achieved thanks to the increasing
computing power that is available nowadays. However,
training CNNs is time- and resource-intensive task. In a
typical CNN training process, multiple CNN architectures
have to be investigated. Concurrently, an hyperparameters
optimization process [5] has to be performed for every CNN
candidate architecture. The hyperparameters optimization
task aims to select the optimal set of hyperparameters
in order to optimize the CNN performance. It involves
performing various hyperparameters optimization strategies
[6] which generally require executing multiple training runs.
For instance, training GoogleNet with the ImageNet dataset
requires a total of 21 days using a single Nvidia K20 GPU
[7]). Therefore, decreasing the training duration of CNNs
throughout scaling up the training process has become one

of the most active areas of research making deep learning
converge to high performance computing (HPC) problems.
Nonetheless, setting up distributed training of CNNs is a
tedious task entailing a significant degree of experience
and expertise in both (1) deep learning and (2) distributed
optimization approaches. Moreover, introducing parallelism
to CNNs training is a manual, redundant, time-consuming
and error-prone process. For instance, even though Tensorflow
natively includes a standard built-in parallelization approach1 ,
going distributed using it is a laborious and challenging task
[8]: It requires a large amount of knowledge from the user of
a considerable low level abstractions of Tensorflow and a lot
of manual code modifications. The aforementioned problems
led us to realize the importance and the need for not only
automating routine tasks to avoid duplication of effort while
scaling up CNNs training, but also to adopt a component
reuse approach while considering the software extensibility
principle.
We alleviate the aforementioned issues by introducing
Auto-CNNp
(Automatic
CNN
parallelization),
a
component-based framework that fully automates scaling up
CNNs training task in order to bring skill-intensive distributed
deep learning to non-experts users. As far as we know, the
present work is the first that aims to tackle this challenge by
introducing a new component-based approach. We present
the design and the core building blocks of our proposed
framework. The CNN-Parallelism-Generator component
encapsulates and hides typical CNNs parallelization routine
tasks while being extensible for user-specific customization.
The user defines the specific framework behavior through an
easy-to-understand configuration file.
Our contribution lies within the proposal of a standard
component-based approach to parallelize CNNs training
regardless of the (1) CNN-based image processing task,
(2) its corresponding CNN architecture and (3) training
dataset. Furthermore, although our proposed Auto-CNNp
Proof-of-Concept (POC) reference implementation is based
on both (1) Ring-Allreduce parallelism approach and (2) MPI
communication protocol, it is indeed possible to port the
framework to additional CNN parallelism and communication
1 More information on distributed Tensorflow: https://www.tensorflow.org/
guide/distribute strategy

approaches as the framework’s fundamentals remain valid.
The evaluation result of our proposed automated
component-based approach on a couple of medical imaging
segmentation [9] use cases are promising. It shows that a
significant speedup in the CNN parallilization task has been
achieved to the detriment of a negligible framework execution
time, compared to the classic manual parallelization strategy.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
background information on distributed deep learning training
approaches and reviews some related work. Section III
describes our approach to automatize the parallelization of our
POC MPI-based CNNs training. We present the evaluation of
our proposal in Section IV, and conclude in Section V.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce some basic background
terminologies. After that, we present the main approaches for
distributed DNN training, before reviewing some related work.
A. Terminology
Throughout this paper, the term ’CNN architecture’ refers
to the global structure of the neural network (i.e., the
number, order, size, etc., of each network’s layer). The term
’hyperparameter’ refers to a variable which is required to be
defined before the CNN training task begins. Also, the term
’CNN model’ denotes the output of the training process of a
specific CNN architecture on a particular training dataset and
hyperparameters.
B. Distributed Training of Deep Neural Networks
Distributed training approaches of DNNs are mainly divided
into three different categories: model, data and hybrid
parallelism techniques.
1) Model Parallelism: Some deep neural network models
have a considerable size, and hence, they are not adapted to
the memory size of an individual training device (one GPU
for instance) [10]. These models require to be partitioned
across all the nodes in the distributed system and every node
trains a different part of the model on the whole training
dataset. For instance, as can be seen in Figure 1, every node
performs the training of only a specific subset of the model.
This parallelization schema is known as model parallelism
technique [11]–[13].
2) Data Parallelism: The second distributed training
strategy of deep neural networks is called data parallelism
approach. As illustrated in Figure 2, all nodes in the distributed
system in have the same complete copy of the model.
However, the training is done independently on each node
using a different subset of the whole training dataset, at the end
of every training iteration, the results of computations from
all the nodes are combined using different synchronization
approaches [11]–[13].
3) Hybrid Parallelism: It is possible to combine both
previously mentioned distributed training approaches (i.e.
model parallelism for every node and data parallelism across
nodes [13]). However, data parallelism is the most used
parallelization strategy in practice [13]–[17].
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Fig. 2. Data parallelism

4) Other parallelism approaches: The Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) optimization algorithm (i.e., which is a
variant of the gradient descent [18] optimization algorithm)
is widely-used for the distributed deep learning training
process. It is also important to denote that the subsequent
introduced fundamentals for the DNN parallelism using
SGD remain valid also for a set of popular optimization
algorithms (e.g., Adam [19]). Actually, scaling up the
training of DNNs evolves around strategies that aim to
parallelize the computation and synchronization of the
gradient during the SGD [18] optimization method. Hence,
distributed training of DNNs approaches can be also roughly
classified depending on the model consistency synchronization
strategies [13] (e.g., synchronous [20], stale-synchronous
[21] and asynchronous [12] techniques) and the parameter
distribution and communication centralization methods [13]
(e.g., Parameter Server (PS) [22], Shared PS [23] and
decentralized strategies [24]).
C. Related Work
Component-based Software engineering (CBSE) [25] is far
from being a recent research area. Indeed, it aims to build
software systems by composition of software components
building blocks. It has become a paramount approach to
accelerate the development, deployment, management of
large and complex software systems. The component-based
approaches have been adopted in a wide range of relevant
fields of applications, such as e-commerce [26], robotics
software [27] and web applications development [28].

Component-based parallel systems development is a not
a novel concept neither. Bramley et al. [29] introduced a
component-based approach to build scientific and engineering
applications. Also, COMDES-II [30] is a framework to develop
parallel real-time control applications.
Other parallel systems implementations tools exist. For
instance, JaSkel [31] is a Java framework for parallel and grid
applications implementation. It shares some common concepts
with Auto-CNNp. Particularly, encapsulating recurring
parallelism routines and hiding low-level implementation
details. Yet, JaSkel is not a component-based system.
The previously cited systems are not DNN-based solutions.
However, With the recent growing interest to deep learning,
a lot of distributed deep learning frameworks have emerged
(e.g., TensorFlow, Horovod2 , DL4J3 , BigDL4 ). Nevertherless,
to the best of our knowledge, no existing solution offers all
the features of Auto-CNNp. In particular:
• Auto-CNNp adds an additional high level of abstraction
over MPI-based CNNs parallelism techniques by fully
automating the scaling up process for various CNN-based
image processing task, regardless of its corresponding
CNN architecture and training dataset.
• Our
proposal is the first easily extensible
component-based deep learning parallelism framework.
Hence, our proposed framework accelerates the research
in the CNN-based field by prototyping and exploring
cutting-edge and not yet investigated CNN configurations and
architectures through an iterative and adaptive experimentation
approach.
III. S YSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section describes Auto-CNNp our proposed
framework. First, we provide a global overview on
Auto-CNNp main scope, design and system architecture,
before diving into the details of its building blocks and core
components.
A. Framework Scope
Figure 4 pinpoints the overall scope into which Auto-CNNp
operates. Indeed, the operating-system-level environment
deployment on the training nodes is currently out of scope
of the Auto-CNNs framework. We suppose that the training is
performed on an all-set, already deployed distributed system
environment (i.e., in the context where the operating system
was already sat up on beforehand using tools like SaltStack 5
or Puppet 6 ).
Also, we take advantage of a containerization technique
to package the distributed deep learning application with its
related default runtime environment (i.e., libraries, binaries
and dependencies). It is indeed within this specific range of
execution context where our proposed framework operates.
2 https://eng.uber.com/horovod/
3 https://deeplearning4j.org/
4 https://bigdl-project.github.io
5 More
6 More

informations can be found at https://www.saltstack.com/
informations can be found at https://puppet.com/

Particularly, Auto-CNNp provides a backbone for a new
way to automatically configure and customize the specific
libraries of a distributed CNN-based application runtime
environment (i.e., mainly by (1) setting up the configuration of
communication libraries and (2) establishing the related deep
learning user-specific execution schema).
Regarding the distributed deep learning application level,
and as stated previously in section II, multiple CNN
parallelism approaches exist. We decided to adopt a
decentralized synchronous Ring-Allreduce data parallelism
strategy for our proposed reference implementation for the
following reasons:
•

•

•

Considering that the level of scalability of the
data parallelism method is naturally determined by
the minibatch hyperparameter size [13], and since
recent published works [15], [17] have succeeded
to considerably increase the minibatch size without
significant segmentation accuracy loss, data parallelism
has become the most common distributed training
approach when the the model size complies with the
training device’s memory size constraint.
We decided to adopted a synchronous parallelism
approach. Our selection criterion for the latter chosen
strategy is the trade-off between the CNN model accuracy
and the training speedup. In fact, synchronous methods
achieve better results regarding the accuracy of the CNN
models compared to the asynchronous approaches [13],
[32], particularly, with a short synchronization period
[33].
The Ring-Allreduce algorithm (see Figure 3) is built
on a HPC approach proposed in 2009 by Patarasuk
and Yuan [34]. It is a highly scalable and bandwidth
optimal approach as it remarkably reduces the network
communications overhead [8]. Moreover, Since the
network bandwidth is classified among the rarest
resources in datacenters [35], and even if the centralized
parameter server is one of the popular approaches in
distributed machine learning with better fault tolerance, it
suffers from a bandwidth bottleneck especially with large
scale systems [13], [35].

Also, we adopted MPI as a communication protocol
for the framework reference implementation. Indeed,
MPI communication libraries have achieved remarkable
performances in distributed deep learning applications due to
the similar characteristics between distributed deep learning
and HPC applications [13].
Nevertheless, as stated previously, it is possible to port
and extend the framework implementation to support other
parallelism approach and communication mechanisms as the
framework’s core principals remain well-founded. However,
further modifications should be applied due to the eventual
dependencies between the CNN training parallelism methods
and the adopted communication protocols. These dependencies
will be further discussed in subsection III-D.
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Fig. 3. Ring-Allreduce Algorithm.
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remaining applications-specific parts.
The Run & Manage component applies the final
execution schema of the framework once all the training
agents are ready for the distributed training. Indeed, the
Run & Manage component is activated by the engine
in order to initiate and launch the distributed training
process.
• The Training Config File contains a set of an rules used
by the engine to govern the execution mechanism of the
Auto-CNNp framework.
• As its name suggests, the distributed
training
infrastructure is the execution infrastructure for the
distributed training of CNNs.
Further details regarding the aforementioned Auto-CNNp
core components are given later in this section.
•

Auto-CNNp
(1)

Runtime Environment

Container Engine
Operating System
Distributed Infrastructure

The Auto-CNNp framework is a configuration-driven
framework. The framework’s execution flow steps are the
followings.
1) The framework user provides an XML-based training
configuration file.
2) The framework’s engine parses the aforementioned
configuration file and extracts the user-specific
application behavior.
3) The CNN-Parallelism-Generator component is deployed
and/or updated on all the training agents. Concurrently,
the run & manage component is only deployed on the
training node which initiates the training.
4) Lastly, when all the training nodes are ready, the
end-user activates the run & manage component through
the engine in order to start the distributed training.
D. Component Detail: The CNN-Parallelism-Generator

Fig. 4. Auto-CNNp operating scope: (1) runtime environment configuration
and (2) user-specific deep learning execution schema definition.

B. Framework Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 5 which shows an overview of the
architecture of our proposed system, Auto-CNNp framework
follows a modular design. Its different building blocks are as
follows:
•

•

The Engine is the Auto-CNNp controller (i.e., it manages
the framework’s control flow). It is the central access
point operating as an orchestrator of the framework’s
components interactions.
The CNN-Parallelism-Generator is the core
component of Auto-CNNp framework. It aims to
simplify the task of scaling up CNNs training by
separating typical parallelization strategies patterns
from task-specific CNN applications. To achieve
this goal, the CNN-Parallelism-Generator component
captures common routine tasks (i.e., which are shared
by all MPI-based deep learning distributed training
approaches) and enables users to customize the

The CNN-Parallelism-Generator is the paramount
component of the Auto-CNNp framework. It encapsulates and
hides reusable CNNs training parallelization patterns
to the framework end users in order to provide a
higher level of abstraction. As shown in Figure 6, the
CNN-Parallelism-Generator has a linear design following
the typical workflow of steps to parallelize our MPI-based
CNNs (presented in greater detail later). It is composed of a
tree of hierarchically classified building blocks. The different
abstractions used in the CNN-Parallelism-Generator are:
• Components
are the building blocks of the
CNN-Parallelism-Generator. They are classified into
two categories : either (1) modules or (2) composites
components. The modules do not contain other
components while composites components might be
composed of one or several composites components
and/or modules. Also, components are connected by
so-called binding connectors. Composite components
are a standalone components which can be reused and
replaced without affecting the framework’s fundamentals.
• As stated previously, modules are a primitives
components. They contains a set of task-related
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•

CNN-Parallelism-Generator Component-Based Architecture.

actions cooperating towards a particular CNNs
MPI-based parallelization milestone. Modules present
an inter non-functional dependencies within each others
In other words, overwriting modules requires the user to
change/adjust the corresponding related modules within
the same component.
Actions are a standard collective parallelization steps.
They may be classified according to their expandability
property into (1) non-extensible actions and
(2) extensible actions. The non-extensible
actions constitutes a set of generic functionalities
which have a unique and static implementation. They are
independent from the CNNs parallelization schema, can
be parametrized but cannot be extensible by the user.
On the other hand, the extensible actions can
further support extensibility throughout specific plugins
which can be defined and customized by the framework’s
end user in order to expand or override the framework’s

supported functionalities.
As illustrated in Figure 6, the CNN-Parallelism-Generator
is a composite of two components (Parallelism Definition and
Model definition). The latter are in turn are a composite of the
followings couple and single modules respectively.
1) Module Details: Environment Definition:
• Communication Init is a non-extensible action
that initializes the adopted communication approach. In
our POC implementation, it initializes the MPI default
supported protocol.
• Processes Device Placement & Memory Allocation is
a non-extensible action which establishes the
custom TensorFlow-based processes device placement
strategy on the training agents alongside with he adopted
memory allocation strategy 7 .
2) Module Details: Training Strategy Tuning:
7 more

informations at https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/using gpu

Distributed Optimizer is an extensible action
which establishes the adopted CNN parallelism strategy.
The default supported approach is the Ring-Allreduce
algorithm. However, it is possible to adopt another
approach (e.g, Parameter Server) strategy, etc.). An
example of the required modifications to change the
parallelism strategy is detailed in the next section.
• Training Checkpoints is an extensible action. It
enable the Framework’s user to set up the custom
TensorFlow-based training checkpoints.
• Hyperparameters Injection is a non-extensible
action training hyperparameters. It specifies the
user-specific training hyperparameters.
3) Module Details: Injection Module:
• Task Definition is a non-extensible action which
determines the CNN-based image processing task (e.g.,
segmentation or classification).
• Architecture
and
Dataset
Injection
are
non-extensible actions. They enable an easy
loading of the CNN architecture from its corresponding
config file alongside with the training dataset path.
•

E. Component Detail: The Engine
As illustrated in Figure 5, the architecture of Auto-CNNp is
based around the engine. The latter implementation has to be
fast, to decrease the overhead of the framework to the utmost
possible degree. Its functionalities are fourfold. In particular
(1) parsing the configuration file, (2) based on that, the engine
establishes the CNN-Parallelism-Generator final shape (i.e.,
its final comprising sub-components and modules). In order
to do so, the engine parameterizes, customizes and loads the
CNN-Parallelism-Generator building blocks. Next, the engine
deploys/updates the cnn-parallelism-generator on the training
nodes. Lasty, it activates the run & manage component in
order to start the distributed training task.
F. Component Detail: The Training Config File
As stated previously, the training config file defines the
control flow of the system. In particular, it contains:
• The CNN-Parallelism-Generator structure definition and
the interaction policy of its inner modules.
• The CNN description.
• The CNN training hyperparameters [5].
• The training dataset metadata (e.g., the training data file
system location path, the format)
Listing 1 shows an example of a training config file of
Auto-CNNp for an image segmentation use case. The config
file defines the final shape of the CNN-Parallelism-Generator:
(1) The training runtime environment is customized (e.g., we
consider local rank strategy for the device placement and soft
placement as memory allocation approach) (2) We adopt the
default supplied Ring-Allreduce CNN parallelism approach
and extend the training checkpoints with a specific plugin. (3)
We define the training, validation and test datasets alongside
with the CNN architecture (through python keras-based

CNN description) and the training hyperparameters that
will be loaded/injected into their adequate location in the
CNN-Parallelism-Generator structure.
<system config>
<task name=”imaging segmentation”>
<parallelism−degree>3</parallelism−degree>
<CNN archi><path>/archi/U−Net.py</path></CNN archi>
<CNN−Parallelism−Generator>
<module name=”train env def”>
<action class=”non extensible” type=”device placement”>
<value>local rank</value>
</action>
<action class=”non extensible” type=”memory allocation”>
<value>soft placement</value>
</action>
</module>
<module name=”train srategy def”>
<action class=”extensible” type=”dist strategy”>
<value>ring allreduce</value>
</action>
<action class=”extensible” type=”Tr Checkpoint”>
<value name=”LRSchedule”>
<path>/data/checkpoint/ckpt1.py</path>
</value>
</action>
</module>
</CNN−Parallelism−Generator>
<data>
<train><path>/data/brain−train</path></train>
<valid><path>/data/brain−validation</path></valid>
<test><path>/data/brain−test</path></test>
</data>
<hyperparameters>
<property name=”lr”>1e−5</property>
<property name=”optimiser”>SGD</property>
<property name=”loss”>dice</property>
<property name=”minibarch size”>10</property>
<property name=”start epoch”>0</property>
<property name=”end epoch”>120</property>
</hyperparameters>
</task>
</system config>
Listing 1. Training config file example

IV. E VALUATION
In this section, We first introduce our experimental
environments and case studies. Afterwards, we conduct a (1)
quantitative and (2) qualitative evaluation of our proposal.
A. Experimental Environments
1) Hardware: We accomplished the distributed training
experiments on the Nancy Grid’5000 [36] testbed site. The
experiments were conducted on Grele GPU cluster which
contains Dell PowerEdge R730 physical machines where each
node is equipped with 2 Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
GPUs. We use the Grid’5000 Network File System (NFS) to
share the training dataset and the CNN-Parallelism-Generator
component between all training agents. The nodes are
interconnected using InfiniBand [37] high-speed interconnect.
2) Software: We have chosen Python as a programming
language for Auto-CNNp reference implementation. Indeed,
Auto-CNNp prototype is concurrently built on top of
Tensor-Flow and Keras deep learning libraries. We take

advantage also of the Horovod [8] implementation of
the Ring-Allreduce algorithm in order to introduce the
latter adopted synchronous data parallelism approach. In
addition, we consider Open MPI [38] implementation of
the MPI standard as a communication library. Also, we
use Beautiful Soup python library for the xml config file
parsing. Furthermore, to ensure research reproducibility, the
CNN-Parallelism-Generator component alongside with its
runtime environment are containerized into a debian 9
stretch-based docker8 image. Lastly, we use docker swarm for
the container orchestration task.
3) Evaluation case studies: To asses our component-based
automatic training parallelism approach, we consider U-Net
[39] and FCN [40] as a baseline CNN architectures applied to
tackle two different medical imaging use cases, in particular:
1) The first one is a brain tumor segmentation [9] task
which was proposed during the decathlon medical
segmentation challenge 9 . As illustrated in Figure 7,
it involves isolating the different tumor tissues in the
brain from healthy ones [41]. It is a crucial and
challenging task in medical image analysis because it
plays an influential role in early diagnosis of brain
tumors which in turn enhance treatment planning and
raise the survival rate of the patients. Yet, it is a
tedious and time consuming task because when it
can take hours when it is manually performed by
expert radiologists. The dataset which has been provided
during the aforementioned segmentation challenge for
the brain tumors segmentation task is a mix of two other
datasets that have been initially made publicly available
during the Multimodal Brain Tumor Segmentation
Challenge (MICCAI BRATS) [42] 2016 and 2017. It
contains multimodal MRI scans (i.e., 4D MRI scans
[43]) of complex and heterogeneously-located brain
tumors that were captured using multiple distinct MRI
acquisition protocol [43] from 19 different institutional
data contributors [42]. The BRATS datasets have
been initially manually segmented by one to four
raters, using the same annotation protocol. After
that, the multimodal brain tumor MRI scans along
with all their corresponding ground truth labels were
manually-reexamined and approved by experienced
neurologists [42].
2) The second use case is a left atrial segmentation
task. It consists in isolating the left atrium body
from its surrounding organs structures [44]. It plays
a key role during the treatment protocol of patients
with atrial fibrillation disease [44] which is the
most frequent cardiac electrical disorder provoked by
abnormal electrical discharges in the left atrium. The
dataset has been made publicly available by Philips
Technologie GmbH, Hamburg, DE, and King’s College
8 More

information can be found at https://www.docker.com/
informations on the decathlon segmentation challenge can be found
at the following links: http://medicaldecathlon.com/ and https://decathlon.
grand-challenge.org/
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Fig. 7. brain tumor segmentation task

London during the 2013 LASC challenge 10 . Unlike the
BRATS datasets, the left atrium segmentation dataset is a
small one with wide quality levels variability as it only
includes 30 mono-modal 3D cardiac MRI scans. The
dataset was split such that 20 MRI scans were provided
with their corresponding ground truth annotations for
the training and the validation steps. The remaining 10
MRI scans were supplied as a test set. The ground-truth
masks were initially annotated using automatic model
based segmentation. Afterwards, a manual corrections
were performed by human experts [44].
4) Quantitative evaluation: We assess the cost benefit
trade-off of automating CNNs parallelization task through
a quantitative assessment approach. In order to do so, we
measure the execution time of the Auto-CNNp engine for the
previsouly mentioned two evaluation case studies tackled by
a couple of widely used CNN architectures (U-Net and FCN).
For reliability reasons, we run each experimental setup 100
times and we consider the average of the measured execution
duration as our reference results. The execution times were
measured using the linux /usr/bin/time. The outputs of
the latter command are threefold: (1) real metric stands for the
overall execution time from start to finish of the call, (2) user
metric denotes the amount of CPU time spent in user-mode
and (3) sys metric is the CPU time spent in kernel mode by
the program.
Figure 8 depicts the evaluation results for the framework’s
engine execution time. It shows that the execution times for
the four setups are approximately similar which confirms the
generalizability of our proposal. The engine’s real execution
time is about 139 ms which is a negligible time compared
to the typical time-consuming CNN training task duration (21
hours and 40 minutes for U-Net and 35 hours and 40 minutes
for FCN for a single Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU based training).
The difference between the real execution time and the sum of
both of user and sys times is almost 18 ms. It is due to the fact
that the engine is blocked on disk I/O during the deployment

9 More

10 The left atrium segementation dataset is available at the following link
https://www.cardiacatlas.org/challenges/left-atrium-segmentation-challenge/

Fig. 8. : Auto-CNNp engine execution time evaluation (a) U-Net CNN
architecture and (b) FCN CNN architecture for brain tumor and cardiac left
atrium case studies segmentation tasks
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brain tumor segmentation task

or update step of the CNN-Parallelism-Generator component
on all training agents through the NFS server.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the framework’s impact
on the CNN-based task performances, we compare the
obtained segmentation accuracy when scaling up CNNs
training manually with the segmentation accuracy we get
after using Auto-CNNp. In order to do so, we first perform
the distributed training of U-Net CNN architecture for brain
tumor and left atrium segmentation on 18 GPUs without using
Auto-CNNp. We ran each experimental setup 10 times and
we considered the average of the measured metrics as our
reference results. As shown in Figure 9, we achieved an almost
perfect linear scaling and 17.5x speed-up than single-node
based training for both segmentation tasks with a segmentation
dice score of 0.886 and 0.794 for brain tumor and left atrium
segmentation respectively. We achieved exactly the same
results after performing the U-Net CNN parallelization using
Auto-CNNp for both evaluation case studies. Hence, using
Auto-CNNp does not impact the performances of the CNN
parallelization process compared to the manual approach.
5) Qualitative evaluation: Auto-CNNp intents to offer a
high level of abstraction over MPI-based CNN parallelism
by instrumenting common routines. In order to do so,

the framework is driven throughout a high level training
config file. To qualitatively evaluate Auto-CNNp reaches, we
investigate the impact of the framework in reducing the burden
of practically scaling up CNNs training.
We consider the Listing 1 as a starting training config
file. We adopt U-Net CNN architecture and Ring-Allreduce
parallelism strategy to tackle our first evaluation use case
which is the brain tumor segmentation task. After that, we
aim to test a different CNN architecture (FCN) to deal with
the same evaluation use case. In order to do so, we only need
to change the <CNN_archi> tag in the config file and its
related CNN architecture file. Also, if the framework’s end
user wants to tackle a different segmentation use case using the
same initial CNN architecture, he exclusively needs to change
the <data> tag siblings in the config file. All of this shows
the easiness with which the framework’s user can switch from
one training dataset use case to another and/or to test different
CNN architectures by minimal code changes.
As mentioned earlier, the adopted Ring-Allreduce algorithm
constitutes a POC example for our proposal implementation.
It is indeed possible to adopt another CNN parallelism
approach. In order to do so, the Distributed Optimizer
extensible action needs to be overwritten alongside
with its corresponding Training Strategy tuning module.
Also, the Environment Definition module might require to be
replaced since it shares the same CNN-Parallelism-Generator
component as the Training Strategy tuning module. Yet, the
Model Definition component can be reused to generate the
new component-based CNN-Parallelism-Generator. Finally,
the operating-system-level environment might need to be
adapted but as discussed earlier in subsection III-A, it is out
of scope of our proposed framework.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented Auto-CNNp, a framework which permits
to automate CNNs distributed training task. Our proposed
system offers a high level of abstraction over talent-intensive
distributed deep learning by introducing a component-based
approach. The latter provides a generic tool that encapsulates
many common CNNs parallelism patterns while being
sufficiently flexible to be extensible for user-specific
customization. We described a POC reference implementation
of Auto-CNNp while justifying our design choices. The
quantitative and qualitative evaluations of our proposal on a
couple of case studies confirm its validity and transferability
to other use cases.
In the future, we plan to support additional CNN-based
tasks by introducing the automated distributed training of other
CNN-based applications (e.g., CNN-based text classification
task). Also, we are in the process of porting Auto-CNNp
in order to support other platforms and libraries (e.g.,
PyTorch 11 ). Finally, we aim to integrate some infrastructure
configuration management tools (e.g., SaltStack or Puppet) to
the Auto-CNNp ecosystem.
11 More

informations can be found at https://pytorch.org/
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